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To all whom ‘it may concern: 
Be it known vthat we, JOHN Roma and 

EDGAR SAMUEL LYoNs, both. subjects of the 
King of Great Britain, residing at the city 
of Toronto, in the county of York and Prov 
ince of Ontario, Dominion of Canada, have 
invented certain new and useful Improve 
ments in Hand-Drills; and we hereby de 

‘ , clare that the following is a full, clear, and 
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exact description of the same. 7 . 
Our invention relates to improvements in 

hand-drills, and more particularly to cer 
tain features which are incorporated with, 
and form a functional part of, the frame 
upon which the drill is removably mounted. 
The object of our invention isto provide 

improved means, through which the position 
of the drill and its carrying frame is regu 
lated, both horizontally and vertically, and 
the vertical throw of the feed-lever is con 
trolled to meet certain restrictionsi 
To that end, our invention consists, 

broadly, of a vertical cylindrical post, at 
tachable . to a stationary base, stationary 
twin-arms, ‘horizontally and vertically ad~ 
justable upon the post, a carrying bar verti 
cally slidable upon the twin-arms 1a :feed 
lever pivoted upon the- carrying loar, and 
having its inner arm loosely linked to one 
of the stationary twin-arms, and means for. 
removably attaching the drill to the carry 
ing bar. ‘a j 71 
Our invention further consists of certain 

details of construction, ‘which swillrbe here 
inafter fully outlined, and set vforth in the 
claims. ' . - I 

In the drawings :— 
Figures ‘1 and’2, are similar side eleva 

tions of the drill, illustrating the different 
connections of the feed lever with each of 
the stationary twin-arms upon the frame. 

Fig. 3, is a front elevation of the drill; 
Fig. 4, is an enlarged detached detail view 

of the means for securing the upper end of 
the drill to the carrying bar; and 

Fig. 5, is a similar detached detail view 
of the tightening hook. > 

Referring to the drawings, 1 is the vertical 
cylindrical post, provided at its lower end 
with the C clamp frame 2, revoluble upon 
the post 1, and carrying the screw clamp 
12:; for securing the post 1 to its stationary 
ase. ' 

4, 4, are stationary twin-arms, journaled 
upon the cylindrical post 1, and adapted for 

horizontal andvertical adjustment thereon. 
5 is a carrying bar, vertically slidable in 
sockets upon the stationary twin-arms 4, 4. 

~ The feed-lever has the long manipulating 
arm 6 and the shorter inner arm 7, and is 
in pivotal engagement with the carrying 
arm '5 at a point between the stationary 
twin-arms 4, 4. V 
The inner end of the arm 7 of the feed 

lever carries a loose link 8, which may be 
in loose engagement with either one of the 
stationary twin-arms 4, 4, for reasons to be 
later explained. . , ._ _ 

9 is a curved leaf-spring, depending from 
the lower twin-arm 4, for. holding engage-I 
ment with the lug 10 upon the lower end of 
the carrying bar 5, when such bar is at the 
limit of its upward vertical travel. ' 
The drill l1, herein shown, is one ofa 

number of well-known types in present use, 
and is removably ‘secured to the vertically 
slidable carrying bar 5, in the following 
manner :—The bracket 12 (see Figs. Sand 4) 
is stationary, with the upper end of the car 
rying bar 5. Upon this bracket is mounted 
the angular, plate having the horizontal con 
caved arm 13 "and the vertical arm 14, with 
the longitudinal slot 15, adapted for the re 
ception ofthe headed pin 16, by means of 
which the plate can be adjusted horizontally 
as desired, and held in such position by the 
clamping screw 17. The upper handle 18 
of the drill 11, when in position, rests in 
the concaved arm 18 ‘of the angular plate. 
To hold-the handle; ?rmly in such position, 
the hook 19, with the screwsthreaded'shank 
20, embraces the handle, and by manipulat 
ing the thumb-nut 21, a tension" is‘ exerted 
'upon‘the hook and angular plate in oppo 
site directions, causing the drill-handle to be 
tightly held in the concave arm 13. 
The other point of attachment is upon the 

frame 22 of the drill. A bracket 23, sta 
tionary upon the carrying arm 5, is rigidly 
held upon the drill~frame 22 by the set 
screw 24. - 

Below the drill and its carrying frame 
is the circular revoluble table 25, mounted 
upon the outer end of the arm 26, which is 
revoluble upon the vertical post 1 and ver 
tically adjustable upon the same. 
The object to be drilled is carried upon 

the table 25, and may be gripped thereon by 
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means of the arm 27, carried upon the ver- ' 
tical post 1 and horizontally and vertically 11.0 
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adjustable thereon. 'Bhe outer. end; ofé this 
arm 27 carries the two diverging branches 
28, 28, each, proyidedi withoavqrtisal. S6111 
screw 29, by Ineans ‘of vWhich the object‘ is 
gripped and held upon the table 25. 
From the foregoing description of parts, 

it. will Readily: lee-seen that the method, of; 
adjustinent is simple and 'effectiye. sin 
gle vertical cylindrical: post is ‘employed, 
which carries the stationary twin-arms 4:, 4, 
the arn1;26', upon which. isinounted the Work 
table 25, andgthe gripping‘ aii'i'n- 27, 28, of 
which» parts are both, horizontally and ver~ 
tic'alély' adjustable upon a common, post, can be rigidly set in any desiredi‘positi‘on 
thereon’. " _ w ' " > 

Another a‘djustnient ‘which is "Very advan-v 
tageous in the drilling 01;‘ objects ofir'arying 
dimensions, is the link feat-hire ‘of; the feed 
leireix; As ‘seen, in Fig. 1‘, the link-8’ is loosely 
connected to the upper stationary twini 
arm 4-, and‘ when the drill- has been fed‘ to 
its lowest position, the free end- of the feed= 
lever i'sin proX-hnityto thevivork table. This 
is' only possible Where the object upon‘ the 
table- is of comparatively small dimensions. 

' WV‘hen the ‘reverse is true, the link; 8'- 'c'an be 
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shifted to loose connection with the» 1qwer 
stationary twin-arm 4,’ as‘ seen‘ Fig. 2, 
and when the drill has been fed to its low 
est position, the free end of» the fe'ed-leyer 
is‘ considerably higher in position, this giv 
ing'ample space for- drilling Work upon-1 an 
object of ‘considerably larger.‘ dimensions. 
When, it is- desired-to- dispense ‘with the 

frame, and Work thev drill: entirely by, hand, 
it isv only necessary to detach the drill from 
the ?rame, remove the handle-3015mm the 
feed lever, and; secure it in- a socket in the 
:?ranie, thus; givingl the drill: an additional 
handle toholdf it to itswork. . > ' ~ ? 

Having- thus‘ ?ullyi described‘ the nature of 
our- invention, What We'c'laii-nvas new and 
desire toseou-re- by Letters“ Patent, is,:'—' 

“I; dgri'lll {Tramewmpmmga vertical cy 
lindni'cal’ postl'attachable- to a separate/sta 

the carryingv bar. 

‘1,272,108 

tionary base, stationary twin-arms horizon 
tally, and vertically adjustable upon the 
110811,, a carlzying bar yer?icallX-shdabh upon 
the‘ ‘twin-arms, a feed-lever pi'v‘ote'd' upon the 
carrying bar and loosely linked to one of 
the stationary twin-arms, and means for re 
giovably attaching the drill to the; carrying 
ar. 

2: A ‘drill; frame‘ comprising a Vertical cy 
lindrical post attachable to a stationary 
base, separate "stati‘oi'ia'r‘y,v twin-‘arms hori~ 
zentany independently vertically ad 
justable 'uip'on the-post, ‘carrying-bar verf 
ticall'y 'sli'dableufponl the twin arins, a feed 
lever pivoted""uponv the carrying bar and 
lo‘o‘s‘ely'linked to one of the stationary twin; 
arm's, ‘andm‘eans for removably attaching 
the dril'lito the carryingbar, 7' 

' 3'. A drill frame comprising a Vertical cy 
lindrical post attachable to? a stationary 
base; separate; stationary twinéarins hori 
zontal'ly ‘and: vertically adjustable upon the 
post, a- carrying bar vertically s-li'd'abl‘ei- upon 
the twiniarnis, a feedeleyerpivotediupon the 
carrying barf and§ interchangeably linked to 
either of the-stationary twin-‘arms, ‘and 
means- for 'reinovably attaohinga- the drill; to 

I 45-.- A drill; frame comprising- a'iqevolable 
vertical cylindrical’: post attachable t‘o- a'slta; 
tionary base, separate Stationary twin-arms 
horizontally - ‘and, 1 independently ' vertically 
adjustable ‘upon the post,- a carrying bar 
vertically; slidable ‘upon the tWi-n-arins, a 
feed lever‘ pivoted: upon. the-carrying bar, 
and loosely~v linked interchangeably-to either 
of the stationary twin-arms, and. means ton 
removably' attaching-the: drill to the carry; 
in‘ 1 bar. 7' 

oronto, September 25th, 19-17; 
' JOHN ROBB.‘ , ' 

_ . EDGARSAMUEL LYONS‘; 

- Signed in- the presence of'—' ~- ' 
Enwlixnn S.’ BERN-STEIN, 
W. T. MILLER. 

Gopies: oflthisspatent may be. obtainert for me cents eaehyby aidiiressiilg the. “Gom'ihiésioner of Patents, 
. s ' > ' ' Washington»,D.G'.’?TQ ; 1 ' " ~ .~ ~ ' 
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